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SUMMARY: The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is reopening until [insert 

date 60 days after date of publication .in the Fede.ra!,Register], the comment 

period for the proposed rule, published. in the F.qd&a! Register of July 9,1996 

(61 FR 36154), revising its infant formula regulations in 21 CFR parts 106 and 

107. The proposed rule would estabhsh requirements for current good 

manufacturing practice (CGMP) and audits, establish requirements for quality 

factors, and amend its quality control procedures, notification, and records and 

reports requirements for infant for,m.uJa. PD,A,is reopening the comment period 

to update comments and,to re,ceive any new information. 

DATES: Submit written or electronic comments by [insert date 60 days after 2 1 , ‘j , _^,.^ , I ,/,_ ,,* 

date of pu blication in the,Fed,er~~.,1Pegister]. 

ADDRESSES: Submit written comm,ents to the Dockets, Management Branch 

(HFA-3X), Food and Drug Administration, 5630 Fishers Lane, rm. 1061, 

cf0317 Ally. 2-J 
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Rockville, MD 20852.1 Submit ele.ctrpn5c.com~~ent~;.~~~~~~~P://www.fda.govl 

dockets/ecomments. _ , ~ , 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION COQACT: Shellee.Anderson, Center for Food ,Safety . . . . . ,_ t _,I L&l 

and Applied Nutrition (HFS-800), Food and Drug Administration, 5100 Paint 

Branch Pkwv d’., College Park, MD 20740, 301-436-1491, or e-mail: 

Shellee.Anderson@cfsan.fda.gov. 

SUPPLEMENTARY I~FORM~~IQ’j: , _ ~.. 

I. Reopening of Comment Period ., 

In the Federal Register of July 9,1996 (61 FR,36154), FDA proposed 

regulations (the 1996 proposal) to revise its infant, formula regulations to 

establish requirements for quality factors and CGMP; to amend its quality 

control procedure, notification, and records and report requirements for infant 

formulas; to require that infant formul,as contain, and be tested for, required 

nutrients and for any nutrient added by the manufacturer throughout their 

shelf life, and that they be produced under strict..~icrobiological controls; and 

to require that manufacturers implement the CGMP and quality control 

procedure requirements by establishing a production and in-process control 

system of their own design. The agency proposed these requirements to 

implement provisions of the Drug Enforcement, Education and Control Act of 

1986 (Public Law W-570) that amended section 4'12 of the,Feder,alFood, Drug, 

and Cosmetic Act (the act) (21 U.S.C. 850a). 

Interested persons were originally given until October 7,1996, to comment 

on the 1996 proposal. However, at the request of a trade organization, the 

comment period was extended to ,Dece.-r&er,,8, 1996 (61 FR 49714, September 

23,1996). 
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FDA’s Food Advisory Committee (FAC) met on April 4 and 5,2002, to 

discuss general scientific principles related to quality factors for infant 

formula. The committee was also, asked @discuss ithe,scientifi,c issues related 

to the generalization of findings from a clinical study using preterm infant 

formula consumed by preterm infants to a term infant formula intended for 

use by term infants. On November 18 and 19, 2002, the Infant Formula 

Subcommittee (IFS) of the FAC met to discuss the scientific issues and 

principles involved in assessing and evaluating whether a “new” infant 

formula supports normal physical growth in infants when consumed as a sole 

source of nutrition. The Contaminants and Natural, T.oxicants Subcommittee /_ LA .I ._, ,... “% _ ..,. >” >.< ” _ . ,. ,_ 

(CNTS) of the FAC met on March 18 and 19, 2003,: to discuss the scientific 

issues and principles involved in assessing and evaluating Enterobacter 

sakazakii contamination in powdered infant formula, risk reduction strategies 

based on available data, and research questions and priorities. Information on 

these three meetings, including the agenda, questions asked, guest speakers, 

committee roster, briefing information, and transcripts of the meetings can be 

found at http://www.fda.gov/ohrms/dockets/ac/cfsanO2.htm. 

II. Request for Comments 

Because of the length of time that has elapsed ‘since publication of the 

1996 proposal and the occurrence of the FAC, IFS, and CNTS meetings, FDA 

is interested in updating comments and receiving any new information before 

issuing a final rule. Accordingly, the agency is requesting comments on all 

issues in the proposed rule. Comments previously submitted to the Dockets 

Management Branch do not need, to be resubmitted because all,com,ments. 

submitted to the docket number Will be considered in.any final rule to the 
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1996 proposal. Since the 1996 proposal was published, several issues within 

the scope of that proposal have come to the agency’s attention and-are set forth , 

in this document for comment ., r_ :. I, , n . ” ,. _. 

(Issue 1) In April 2001, an outbreak of E. saka?akii occmred in 19 .infants _ _, __ 

in the neonatal intensive care unit of a hospital in Tennessee (Ref. 1). One ‘.. _I I > ~_.., 

of these infants died. The ill infants had, consumed formula that was made I ,: . , I _: :,a” . . .^ )_._ #,a<., ,_ ), 

from sterile water and a specific batch of powdered infant formula. Samples 

from both opened and unopened cans of the impli:cated brand of powdered 

infant formula were cultured. E.,,,F&qgqkii was found in all samples from one * . ,“* *>-“.s..s*. ‘l.“.,i) / . ..4.,.‘4 *m-.-e CNI”“crp; ,,l_l$i”.vF.y Al 

particular batch of the product. Because of its co.ncerns with E. sakazakii, FDA . -., _--Lli ,‘.,_. ,; ._*, />..;+ __” “ri .,O~_,.?As”,*,_‘ ,-*_ “” 

requests comment on whether th;eSe,~~s~a.~~,edito include a microbiological r ,.. il....,, **r ;*,:.a ” .a.>* AS[$‘,s? il.*$&b’). ,a: ‘,,.Z c ,J 

requirement for E. sakazakii, and, if so, what requirement the agency should 

consider to ensure the safety of powdered infant formula a& prevent future 

outbreaks. The agency requests comment on what,other changes, if any, in the 

proposed microbiological requirements would be appropriate to ensure the / ./n ” _ 

safety of powdered infant formula. andto. prevent outbreaks of illness. R,D,A , _ __ -, 

also requests comment on whether powdered infant formula.to be consumed 

by premature and newborn infants shp,uld meet stricter microbiological *., “, /_. ,e* ,‘~ I ,, * /: oi..U,il P12a,li.:>l *,“a*%*>*’ :<,&I a..“* ,f, .r),,* : 

requirements than formula intended for ,older i,nfants,.P The, agency specifically 

requests comments on issuesdiscussed at the GNTS meeting that are relevant _” “. ,._., /,11 ~ *-.- ./a ,*_\ , “X, “-c-““*~~~,p~:“,v* 

to this rulemaking. 

(Issue 2) On March 19,2OO2, FDA issued a letter (Ref. 2) in response to 

a notice of a manufacturer’s conclusion that Bifidobacterium Iactis strain Bb12 ” . . . . . /. ““),___I_ . 

and Streptococcus thermophilus strain Th4 are generally recognized as safe 

(GRAS) for their intended use as, ingredients in mi1k.base.d infant formula that, 

is intended for consumption by infants 4 months an.d,older, at levels not to 
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exceed CGMP. The agency has no questions about,the manu,facture.r’s 

conclusion .at this,,ti.me,,In the 19’96 proposal, FDA provided controls in I “..“._l^,“/^ “&a.,r,,.*ri., 

proposed § 106.55 for powdered infant formula to prevent adulteration from 

microorganisms, including a proposed limit on the maxi.mum allowable _ 

number of microorganisms in the aerobic plate count. The agency requests 

comment on what changes, if any, in the proposed microbiological 

requirements would be, appropriate to provide for powdered infant formula and 

to ensure its safety if microorganisms are intentionally added to infant 

exceed the maximum allowable number in the aerobic plate count? How can ^ _.%. _,. , .” ..a* ,_l ..* .,.. i-, .*+.. _ , d1 r.“hnirir.~. ,b,\‘i”.. .~j,,-lrri”,: *:a /’ 

manufacturers ensure that”a high aerobic plate count is due to the intentional 

addition of microorganisms and not contaminati,on? I 

(Issue 3) The agency requests comments on,whi,ch provisions of the 

proposed rule would -require manufacturers to change their current activities. 

What new activities would manufacturershave to undertake to comply with L . , *o < “,T / ._ .i /* _/.,, .*‘.+%:I. ,v,:i‘,l,l’** .C~‘,” ~.;li<**, .$, 

the proposed regulations? What activities would manufacturers,have to __ 

discontinue to comply with the proposed regulations? What arethe costsof 

these changes? For example: 

(Issue 3a) Proposed § 106.20(a) requires that buildings used in the 

manufacture of infant formulas allot space for the s,eparation of incompatible 

operations, such as the handling of raw materials, the manufacture of the 

product, and packaging and labeling operations. F’DA requests comment on”the 

types of control systems that manufacturers use toS.separate raw, in-process, 

and finished materials and the cp~ts.,of~~$@?g changes. 

(Issue 3b) Proposed § 106.20(d) would require manufacturers to u”se air 

filtration systems, including prefilters and particulate matter air filters, on air 
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supplies to production areas” where ingredients or ,infant formu1.a.are directly 

exposed to the atmosphere. FDA requests comment on the types and costs of 

air filtration systems used by infant formula manufacturers and,,the,c,osts .of _ .L ,.., _” )I: *” ,p .‘,:“:y ,> __ 

making changes. 

(Issue 4) One comment to the 199~. proposal stated that the,,dida&~ , 

section in proposed slO6.35 is so vague and the impact so enormous that _ 

implementing it would be counterproductive. In proposed § 106.35(a)(4) the 

agency proposed that, for purposes of the section, “validation” m.eans 

establishing documented evidence” that provides a high degree of assurance 

that a system will consistently produce a product ,meeting its predetermined 

specifications and quality characteristic,s. In proposed 5 106,55(b)(l), FDA 

proposed that all automatic systems be designed, installed, tested, and 

maintained in a manner that will, ensure that,,they are capable of performing 

their intended function. The agency proposed in proposed § 106,35(b)(4) that . r 

automatic systems be validated before their first use to manufacture -.... I_ * , ‘. .“, I. i ,%-:3” )“. ~;““~&“‘.. ,>-,, Y ,~ _ ., ) .%_ __ ; _,, ” 

commercial product. Proposed !$106.35(b)(5) states that the infant -formula, 

manufacturer shall ensure that any automatic system that is modified be 

validated after. the. modi,ficati,on and be.ffre use of the modified system to I. e,..* I,, ̂ ,U. .,:s, *- < ,:.,, “P,‘. ;:,x :& 5:. ..~?&~‘*~;~~.~ 

manufacture commercial,product. FDA requests comments on the proposed 

validation requirements. The agency specifically requests comments on current. 

validation activities of infant formula facilities and how often manufacturers “,_((X , “_ :<.. :.?..:“::“:./., \, ‘.,,7.^?.:i’“:(.“?-~~,~~ ::..:’ . .a ,,“) ,r.:.i-~i.rp>.~ ,__),,~ “,’ .;, ,*; _s )\ :“,~,. ,“,, “, 

validate their systems. 

(Issue 5) Several provisions.of the,~,986 proposal (e.g., §§ 106.30(d)(l) and 

106.35(b)(2)) would require that: manufacturers calibrate instruments and I * A:: i.. %a,” *.* . ,,” ,i_ll “3 .,.**,*, . * -._ 1, ,. ; _. ,,_( j ^ , _, : i 

controls. In these,proposed provisions the agency specifies that calibration 

occur at routine intervals. FDA ;equests comme@s on.&y,often scd :$igr.,*., . j x 



what conditions manufacturers now calibrate instruments and contr&,,against ~,,_ -.,,I ._ ‘,, * ^“~ &i, *:.. ,.\& ~__ ” ,,;.:r:, ,~y*.,lls i*!iyz.. a ,“. . ‘,“,.4 >,#,j ,,> “,1_ ;r ,ar_,..,11% 

a known standard and,the adequacy of current procedures. 1~ “_ sj*(_” ‘ l_,,‘( 

(Issue 6) FDA proposed to establish two quality factor measures for infant 

formula, protein quality and normal physical growth. Quality factors are those 

factors necessary to demonstrate, that the, infant. formula, as prepared for 

market, provides nutrients in a form that is bioavailable and safe as sho*wm, . +v- *<g.I~i ,_., ** j -..‘ _., L **,. .I ,,.r .- <a, I- ” ,o_/., j ., p, 

by evidence that demonstrates, that the formula supports healthy growth when * ,I _ i ,“.. .%)I #%,(_ .rr..“, ,““drr b” 

fed as a sole source of nutrition. Th”e agency requests comments on the 

appropriateness of these. quality factors and any information. on other quality 

factors that could be im~plemented to be consistent with current scientifi”c “Y,,s”:*irU” -ai ,I”.-i.-r*- .**.* h,,,.- I.*~;i? St_ rl ), ;_. j _” t / , 

knowledge as required under s”e,ction‘.,$Q(b)( 1) of the act. FDA specifically 

requests comments on issues relevant&this rulem”aking that were discussed i> .3<l Iwh. ” ,. , .<~,~~~~r~~“pr.,$+*. 

at the two FAC meetings and on the following quality factor issues: 

(Issue 6a) What requirements should”th,e agency establish to determine 

when manufacturers must conduct clinical growth studies for a new or ,,,.. ,* . “‘ 

reformulated infant formula?. ^ “.x s ,. : _ __” L. j _ ., ,,_ ,_, . _, ,, 

(Issue 6b) In proposed § 106.97, FDA would require that manufacturers 

compare their clinical study growth data with th.e, National Center for Health __L ,_,ir/“__*X ,> d .I -_ 1 ..l a_ ,,,, >/. 

Statistics (NCI-IS) growth charts. The IFS, of the. ,FA.C considered other sources I i j. .a*,-,.,riil rr*i*i,“r~ / “S.ira ,a, .;:,~s,,-,*> .“_, ,u :*~.i:~~~~~,:*;, ,. ‘L : .- 1 / \ ./ 

of reference data in.addjti,on to the NCHS and recommended the Iowa reference - .,I. ,- I .q ̂ ‘,.., ^.“,, .._> “e*w &~~~L4;u-r ii& -i.Li //lli ( k* “2 .ii~~~,~~~~:‘i”;;;,-;;. ,.&A ,,~~;r.~~~~~:;,,-;o=~ Y.& & ~i~~~~;l~~~,~~~~~~,..Q” 7%~ _, .!,iM; :^ .,a.: I,, *P,,,-:“.. L.,. .) 

data as ,the most appropriate reference data fork comparison because they are 

longitudinal, collected over the tirneeperiod of interest for clinical studies of ” ,? ) . _“.__ -._ _ ._. _, _= _I_. 

infant growth, and collected in a research setttng. FDA requests comments on 

whether the-Iowa ,reference data should be the standard for clinical study _ “% (... .,.. r./,> ,_ __*_. __ *,>,“_*,I-.%%, .d...>,**r.,~, ~,~~~-,.~“..;~li~.,~~~~~?~~~~~ &“&.,:.~.“. **, +y *i..~~wa:$.” -m:iaK*.: i.ir’, _:, he,. 

growth data rather than the~N,CHS growth charts,. 
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(Issue 6c) In proposed § 106:97(a)(l)(i)(A), the agency would require that 

manufacturers conduct clinical studie.s that are no less than 4 months in i * 1 I., .l” _;., >x :.: ./ 8. -,j; -,“-‘.a‘ .+,l,‘c‘: ‘-- ,;, I: J,p*:-T,:‘,, .y;,:;, “; ,) _, , , ‘ 

duration, enrolling infants no more than l, month~pl,dat time of entry into .a _r..*. ,,. beJ$;“. ,*<1, 

the study. The IFS of the, FACrecommended that infar@ be*%e,nrolled by 14 

days of age. FDA requests comments on the, appropriate age for infants 

enrollment into clinical, @dies and on the duration of the studies. ,. ̂ /.-. _. s.1 _ .” l..,” 6 ,_ )‘ :,.a: ..a>*.,..: /.l’l.-ce+ p;::- ,PiZ” .- 2‘ :::‘:p”Y” <, ,:, I *,. .“; ., .a; _.‘ *. 

(Issue 7) In proposed § 106.97(a)(l)(ii), the agency states provisions that 

it recommends manu,facturers include in a clinical study protocol. Proposed . .b ..” -_ .^ # ,. _,~ 1 i j-X ? i ., 12. l.* )” “*,,, L.’ iii?, “\’ E b ,.. 4’2 ‘ *&Qr;-i ,/ 

§ 106,97(a)(l)(ii)(C) d iscusses review and approval by an Institutional Review . . 

Board (IRB) in accordance with part 56 (21 CFR part 56), and the need for 

obtaining written informed,.consent from parents or legal representatives of the , “._““,_. 

infants in accordance with part 50 (21 CFR part 50). Subsequent to the . .._/ 

publication of the 1996 proposal, the agency issued an interim final rule 

entitled “Additional Safeguards for Children in Clinical Investigations of FDA- 

Regulated Products” (66 FR 20589, April 24, 2001), which amended parts 50 

and 56 to includ.e, within the scope of that rule, data and information about 

a clinical study of an infant formula~when submitted as part of an infant a/ i” _.,., ‘.,;*.,“,..<,wir. . 

formula notification ,under section 412(c) of the act. Thus, requirements related . i. / -7. * ,. , “,..Si *_ 

to IRB review.and~“~foS~~L c,qgpt for such clinical studies me dealt with .1 .‘.b .,%i,” .,_,.. .,,.&, j d,:~.ir, , .~~~i;*~~&.,~, I_i_ I >~*&*“> *. i *;‘;*“,+y& ,J*j&;:.-; &$,, .* “‘P. -‘i:..,h~~:L.~~,~;c~~~,ir;i::,~,~, 1 ,,( ‘: I\_,~ --,“;, _ L,.~ _ ,i 

in that interim final rule, and therefore, reference, to IRB review and informed _ 

consent will be removed,from the 1996 proposal. With respect to the other __II.? /, \,. I 

clinical study protocol provisions in proposed § 106.97(a)(l)(ii), the agency 

intends to remove them from the proposed rule and devel,op a guidance h./... ‘, ,+ 

document on what it recommends be included in, a clinical study protocol for -pi ‘d, ,,, r *l...l”/l*. :i. ,.?“# ,*.. /d_ , **, .*hrr,4;,u)**i.* .slbm>;&,*. i / *t ” : *si,.,** <d#~, 1’8*‘+*~%~+&: r ‘_“., _ 

infant formula that is submitted as part of an infant formula, notification under; ., .L,, 

section 412(c) of the act. 
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III. HOW to Subpit Comments I ,. ~. ,._, ,I-, “*.,<,11.,~, i ;i_ + _.. ,. , h.i . . , ..) .._ _._/ ..,. i *, <._.), : 

Interested persons may submit to the Dockets ,@a,nagement Branch (see 

ADDRESSES) written or electronic, cpmmgts.regardifig this document. submits 

a single copy of electronic comme;lt,s to, http://www.fda.gov/dockets/ 

ecomments or two paper copies of any mailed comments, except that 

individuals may submit one paper copy. Comments are to be i,dentifiedwith, 

the docket number found,in.brackets in the heading of this document. Received, ..)” .s 1 -a- _j sm .‘.A x*‘i~-.~ !ssAa* ,$M, ,..** .*+a,, I_ ! , 

comments may be seen in the Docket Management Branch.between..g am, and, ._. . 

4 p.m., Monday through Friday. 

IV. References 

FDA has placed the following references on display in the Dockets 

Management Branch (see ADDRESSES) and may be seen by interested persons 

between 9 a.m. and q.p.m., Monday through Friday. 

1. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, “Enterobacter sakazqkii &&ctiog _ -,i.* )./,, X^,.>“^..~ ,..,, L.,*‘r,c,.*) i “_‘-“_ 

Associated With the Use of Powdexed II&J! Formula-Tennessee, 2001," 51(14):297, , ,., ,p*. ~,! ) , ,?I’,,; “‘-r.,‘x’&:‘.- . . I 

Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, April 12, 2 00 2. 
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2. FDA, Agency response letter JO GRA? c@ice.vp$er GRN 00049, Mad 1% =, * <‘I”. P. ‘.%dl&,.;;.r ,I u 1s ,,., “^-, :- ,,\. * _L^l., I, __ _, _ i,j 

2002. 

Dated: c yQb-< ’ 

April 15, 2003. 

[FR Dot. O3-????? Filed ??-??-03; 8:45 am] 

BILLING COl?g 41.69-31+ ,, _.. 


